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PREFACE
Dear members of DOOR, dear co-workers, colleagues,
and friends,
It is my great pleasure to present you with another
work annual report of DOOR, which conveys great
efforts invested by employees and members of DOOR
into promotion of sustainable development in the
field of sustainable energy, followed by excellent
results and achievements another year in a row.
DOOR published its first work annual report in 2008 for the year 2007. This
year’s report is the first one with me as the President of its Steering Committee
and not as Executive Director. After 15 years of existence of DOOR and 10 years
of my professional engagement in DOOR, I’ve decided to keep volunteering in
DOOR and look for new professional challenges.
It is my great honour to have been elected as the President of the Steering
Committee by DOOR members, who enabled me thus to participate in DOOR
management at the strategic level and provided me with the framework for
collaboration with the new Executive Director and a long-time co-worker Slavica
Robić. Also, to my great pleasure, DOOR keeps on growing and developing in
the same direction we’ve been working on for over fifteen years now.
I am certain that the greatest achievements of DOOR are yet to come, and that
you will read this year’s report and reports for following years with interest
and continue the long-lasting and successful cooperation with us!

Maja Božičević Vrhovčak, President of the Steering
Committee
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In 2018 we have successfully implemented numerous
activities and designed new ones within the fields of
climate change adaptation and mitigation as well as
energy poverty alleviation.
The greatest achievements in the previous year include
the co-organisation of prestigious Energy Community
Summer School, which assembled forty young experts
and energy enthusiasts from 31 European countries,
the publication of the manual for high-school students
“Climate as our choice too!”, and the implementation of
various educational and motivational activities for the youth. Especially happy
were we at the beginning of the new project funded by the European Social Fund
named “FER solutions for a better community”, with activities also directed towards
the youth contributing thus to creating a better future.
The year 2018 was in a way marked by focusing a great deal of our attention to
working with children and youth. Working with youth and contributing directly to
changes needed for that youth to have its future are the foundations of our work.
All of us together must invest efforts to decrease greenhouse gas emissions as
soon as possible and to stop the negative effects of man on climate. In doing so,
it is necessary to work on the elimination of inequalities and prevention of new
inequalities from appearing as a consequence of energy transition.
We continued to participate in the work of the network of civil society organisations
and became members of new ones. We also participated in the work of national
committees in charge for public policies important in the field of energy, environment,
and sustainable development.
This year brought about the great celebration of our 15th birthday and big
organisational changes. I was honoured to accept the role of an Executive Director.
It is my wish to contribute to the further development of DOOR as a recognized
professional organisation and a reliable partner in the field of sustainable development,
especially sustainable energy, on the foundations laid by the long-time Executive
Director and one of the founders, dr. Maja Božičević Vrhovčak, who has been
elected as the President of the Steering Committee this year.
We hope that this short outline of implemented activities will encourage you to
read the full annual report, that you will keep on following and supporting our
activities, and that you will get actively involved in them!
Sincerely,

Slavica Robić, Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION
DOOR is a civil society organization founded in 2003, whose mission is the
promotion of sustainable development principles in all segments of the society,
at the local, national, and international levels, primarily in the field of sustainable
energy development. In accomplishing its mission, DOOR advocates the
preservation of environment, achievement of social justice, democracy, and
economic sustainability.
As its vision, DOOR strives to create a society competent in the field of sustainable
energy development, in which public participates in creating, monitoring, and
evaluation of public policies, where sustainable energy development leverages
the socio-economic development and poverty decrease.
By General Assembly’s decision, in 2018, DOOR has been working on three
strategic fields: energy and society, energy and environment, and institutional
development. Topics covered by these strategic fields are: climate change
mitigation and adaptation, environmental protection, waste management and
alleviating energy poverty.
During the year 2018, and with a goal to contribute to these topics, DOOR has
been a part of the following CSO networks on a national level: Green Forum,
Croatian Rural Development Network, Advocacy platform for energy and climate,
Croatian Network for Cooperation in Euro Mediterranean. The contribution has
also been made by working in numerous committees, councils, committees
and working groups from Croatia and Europe.
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Expert Committee for drafting amendments to the Programme
of energy reconstruction of family houses for the period from
2014 to 2020 (coordinator: Ministry of Construction and Physical
Planning);
Committee for cross-sector coordination for climate change
mitigation and adaptation policy and measures (coordinator:
Ministry of Environment and Energy);
Committee for green public procurement (coordinator: Ministry
of Environment and Energy).

Monitoring Committee for the Operational Programme “Competitiveness and
Cohesion 2014–2020“ (coordinator: Ministry of Regional Development and EU
Funds);
Supervisory Committee of the IMPLEMENT project (Improving Local Energy
and Climate Policy through Quality management and certification, coordinator:
Regional Energy Agency North Croatia);
Advisory Committee of the European Energy Poverty Observatory (coordinator:
Manchester University);
Advisory Committee of the mPower project (Municipal action, public engagement
and routes toward energy transition, coordinator: Glasgow University);
Steering Committee of ECOS (European Environmental Citizen Organization
for Standardization).
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Social Council of the City of Zagreb (coordinator:
CERANEO – Centre for Development of Non-profit
Organisations).

Auditing Taskforce of Operational Programme “Efficient human resources 2014
– 2020“ (coordinator: Ministry of Labour and Pension System);
Taskforce of the Social Green project (Regional Policies towards Greening the
Social Housing Sector, coordinator: REA North);
Taskforce for drafting the Climate activities and ozone layer protection law
(coordinator: Ministry of Environment and Energy);
Thematic Taskforce for energy and sustainable environment for drafting the
national development strategy until 2030 (coordinator: Ministry of Regional
Development and EU Funds);
National Reference Group in the field Safe, clean, and efficient energy – Horizon
2020 (coordinator: Ministry of Science and Education).

At international level, DOOR participated in the work of Climate Action
Network Europe, European Citizens Organization for Standardization,
Connect4Climate, Sustainable Energy for All and Sustainable Buildings and
Construction 10 Year Framework Programme, European Energy Poverty
Observatory, and ENGAGER Energy Poverty Combating Network.
In this annual report, we bring you a review of implemented activities,
projects, reports and analyses, lectures and trainings, volunteering and
organizational development. Following the implemented activities, DOOR’s
internal structure and financial report for 2018 have also been shown in
this annual report.
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INTERNAL STRUCTURE
The Assembly is DOOR’s highest body and assembles all members. Between
Assembly meetings, DOOR is managed by the Steering Committee, consisting of:
dr. Maja Božičević Vrhovčak, MEng, President of the Steering Committee,
Dražen Jakšić, MEng,
dr. Ana-Maria Boromisa, MEng,
Ivana Rogulj, MEng, MSpec. Env. Eng.,
Zlatko Zmijarević, Mr.Sc.EE, MEng.
The function of the Executive Director was held from 1.1. to 28.2.2018 by dr. Maja
Božičević Vrhovčak and since 1.3.2018 by Slavica Robić.
Besides the Executive Director, at the end of the year 2018, DOOR had another
six employees: financial manager Jelena Lukić, MEng, senior expert Ivana Rogulj,
MEng, MSpec. Env. Eng., senior expert Miljenka Kuhar, Prof., senior expert Daniel
Rodik, MEng, office manager Sanja Bogdanić, and junior expert Ana Tešija, Profess.
Spec. Eng. Sec. Also, in 2018 Ervin Gold, MEng, was working in DOOR as intern.
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I.

PROJECTS
FER solutions for a better community
Project activities started in 2018, in partnership with the
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing and the City of Zagreb, City office for social
protection and people with disabilities. In 2018 we did the
following: we educated the employees of higher-education
institutions and CSOs to implement social learning through
literature and experience transfer on the study tour in Ireland;
we started drafting the programme for social learning at the
Zagreb Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER);
we educated the FER students to undertake field visits to
households affected by energy poverty; we held the first of
three workshops dedicated to social learning. General goal of
the project is capacity-building of CSOs and social responsibility
development of higher educational institutions. To achieve it,
the social learning programme needs to be set and tested on the example of energy
poverty, and also by capacity-building of CSOs’ representatives from employees of
higher educational institutions. Project is co-founded by the European union from
the European Social Fund and the Government Office for Cooperation with NGOs.

My environment, my future!
In 2018, in cooperation with our partners – Primary
School Stjepan Radić from Brestovec Orehovički and
Forum for Freedom in Education – we organized a
study tour to Portugal to get acquainted with examples
of good practice, we prepared and implemented the
school volunteering programme, we organized the
volunteering club and the eco section of the volunteering
club, which organised and implemented 7 volunteering
actions. In the framework of the project, we organised
the collection of examples of good teaching practices in
a cross-subject teaching of sustainable development in
the Croatian educational system, and we also published
the tender for the best student’s paper on the subject of
volunteering for climate and sustainable development
in the area of Krapina-Zagorje County. The project implementation started on 1st
August 2017, and the project will last until 31st July 2019. The project was co-funded
by the European Union from European Social Fund and by the Office for Cooperation
with NGOs of the Government of the Republic of Croatia. You can find more info on
the project here.
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Compete4SECAP
In 2018 we started preparing the competition
in energy saving in the city office buildings – we
held workshops in four Croatian cities (Zadar,
Rijeka, Osijek, Velika Gorica). Also, we encouraged
the city energy teams to better systematically
manage energy by implementing the ISO 50001
standard for a part of city buildings. The project
activities started in 2017 thanks to the European
Commission (EASME) within the programme
Horizon 2020. You can find more info on the
project here.

C4ET – Citizens for Energy
Transition
Grown-up citizens have
been informed about the
interconnectedness of global
energy transition challenges and
their everyday lives in order to
change their habits. The offering
of educational tools for adults
learning about the challenges and
opportunities of energy transition
has been furthered and improved
by innovative educational tools
developed during the project.
The project activities started in
2017 and came to a successful
end in 2018 thanks to European
Union’s Erasmus+ programme.
You can find more info on the
project here.
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School for climate
In 2018 we drafted a new publication on climate change
intended for high schools under the title “Climate is our
choice, too!”, thus contributing to further awareness raising
and disseminating knowledge on climate change. We also
drafted a manual for teachers and held workshops for both
students and teachers, as well as an artistic competition on
climate change. At the final event, the pieces of art were
presented and rewards to students were awarded in categories
“individual” and “group”, and a meteorological station was
purchased for the school. The project was implemented in
cooperation with the X grammar school, and it was funded
by the national Foundation for Civil Society Development.
Its implementation started in October 2017 and ended in
July 2018.

RMPPI
In 2018 the idea started to develop to set up pergolas
with combined power plants on the deck of the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture in Split. The project “Renewable micro
power plant initiative” is aimed at contributing to the
increased use of renewable energy sources in Croatia
and Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is a cross-border project
funded from the programme IPA CBC Croatia – Bosnia
and Herzegovina – Montenegro (HR-BA-MNE 262), in
which the participating parties, besides the beneficiary
– the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering and Naval Architecture in Split (FESB) –
are the Foundation for Innovation and Technology
Development (INTERA) from Mostar and the Society
for Sustainable Development Design (DOOR) from
Zagreb. You can find more info on the project here.
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Cyclurban
In 2018 we participated in two project
workshops in Athens and Hamburg
aimed at designing recommendations
for improvement of local strategies
towards better use of bicycles. We did
a public survey on the use of bikes as
means of transport and interviewed a
number of relevant stakeholders in the
field of sustainable transportation. The
Cyclurban project is aimed at bringing
about changes of policies related to
cycling in a way to integrate them into
local transportation strategies in cities.
Besides Velika Gorica and DOOR from
Croatia, other participants in the project
are Tartu (Estonia), Riga (Latvia), Warsaw
(Poland), Drama (Greece), and Bratislava
(Slovakia). You can find more info on
the project here.

FarmCircle
During 2018, in cooperation with the leading
partner Energy Institute Hrvoje Požar, we
worked on drafting the education material
for farmers and project’s promotional
materials. The main aim of the project is
to raise awareness among farmers about
possibilities of new trends and business
opportunities in economy in order for
them to produce higher added value per
agricultural product. The project is funded
by the Danube Strategic Project Fund. You
can find more info on the project here.
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IDEA
In 2018 we started working on furthering the existing
and developing new educational methods and
materials for the education of adults in energy
poverty. The IDEA project, under full name “Innovative
Direction in Energy Advising”, is aimed at developing
innovations in education on energy poverty. This
is partnership of experienced organisations based
in, strategically observed, regions afflicted with
energy poverty – in Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovenia and
Cyprus. The project is implemented by the Cyprus
University, DOOR from Croatia, Energy Agency
Plovdiv from Bulgaria, and Focus from Slovenia.
It is funded from the Erasmus+ programme. You
can find more info on the project here.

ENGAGER
The Engager project – European energy poverty: Agenda for co-creation and
innovations – is a research network funded from the COST programme, in which
DOOR’s Executive Director Slavica Robić participates as a Vice Chair, and senior
expert Ivana Rogulj as a substitute member of the Steering Committee Management
Board. In 2018, a meeting of the Steering Committee was held in Athens, Greece,
and Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and we also participated in the meeting
of the Taskforce for the development of indicators in the field of energy poverty
in Dublin, Ireland. We presented the Engager network at the “Second Catalonian
Congress” in Barcelona, Spain, and participated in the work of taskforces. You can
find more info on the project here.
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New projects
The end of 2018 was marked by notices of new projects, three of which we highlight
as projects funded from different EU programmes:
ClimAlt, Erasmus+ programme. Partners: A SUD ECOLOGIA E COOPERAZIONE
ONLUS (A Sud) - Italy, Society for Sustainable Development Design (DOOR) Croatia,
Environmental Association “Za Zemiata” Sdruzhenie (ZZ) – Bulgaria, Navdanya
International – Onlus – Italy, Play Agency – Denmark.
Adriadapt (a Resilience information platform for Adriatic cities and towns), Interreg
programme Italy – Croatia, funded by the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF). Partners: Fondazione Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici,
Croatian Metrological and Hydrological Service (DHMZ), Society for Sustainable
Development Design (DOOR), Universita Iuav di Venezia, Priority Actions Programme
Regional Activity Centre, Unione Dei Comuni Valle Del Savio, Agenzia regionale per
la prevenzione, l´ambiente e l´energia dell´Emilia-Romagna, Unione Territoriale
Intercomunale (UTI) del Friuli Centrale, Comune di Cervia, Šibenik-Knin County,
the town of Vodice.
HKO-ELE (Application of the Croatian Qualifications Framework for Academic Study
Programmes in Electrical Engineering), funded by the European Social Fund. Partners:
Josip Juraj Strossmayer University in Osijek, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Computing,
and Information Technologies in Osijek (FERIT), University of Zagreb - Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER), Rijeka University – Technical Faculty
(RITEH), Split University - Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
and Naval Architecture (FESB), Dubrovnik University (UNIDU), Croatian Chamber
of Electrical Engineers (HKIE), Croatian Employers’ Association (HUP), Society for
Sustainable Development Design (DOOR).

As part of the initiative “Let the stars shine” our project “Through knowledge to a
warm home” has been awarded as one of five best EU-funded projects in Croatia
and as one of 40 best projects in Europe. The project has been implemented in
2015 and 2016, and was funded from European Social Fund and Government Office
for Cooperation with NGOs. Its main objectives were capacity-building for CSOs
in Sisak-Moslavina County in fields of energy advising and collaboration between
civil and public sector of the County to alleviate energy poverty.
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II.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
We have drafted the “Analysis of Citizens’ Awareness of Energy Efficiency”
ordered by the Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund.
We have signed the service agreement for “Expert Support to Towns
and Municipalities to Apply for the CESBA MED Reward”, concluded
with the Energy Institute Hrvoje Požar.
We have continued our cooperation with towns: we have helped Rovinj
to harmonise climate change vulnerability and risk assessment, and for
Osijek we have drafted an “Annual plan of energy efficiency”.
For the North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency, we have drafted
the “Action plan for activities in the field of energy poverty in Croatia
until 2020”.
We have carried out a field research – surveying and implementation
of simple energy efficiency and energy counselling measures for 50
households in the Municipality of Dvor and have drafted the “Analysis of energy
status of the Municipality of Dvor with special reference to households afflicted by
energy poverty“. The research and analysis were funded by the Fund for financing
the decommissioning of the Krško Nuclear Power Plant and the disposal of NEK
radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.
For the Green Action, we have drafted an “Analysis of incentive system for the use
of renewable energy sources in electrical energy production sector”.
For the Regional Energy Agency North, we have finalised the elaboration of the
“Business plan for delivery of services of social housing”.
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III.

LECTURES AND TRAININGS
In 2018, in Split, we have organised the Energy Community Summer School. The
opening ceremony was led by the Executive Director Slavica Robić, and AnaMaria Boromisa and Maja Božičević Vrhovčak participated as mentors. Ana Tešija
participated in the programme as an attendee while Ivana Rogulj was the member
of the organisational committee. The summer school is an intense programme of
learning about economic, legal, and environmental aspects of sustainable energy
development.
• We have also participated in the
opening conference of European Energy
Poverty Observatory and in the workshop
of Mexican-European cooperation in the
field of energy poverty, where Executive
Director Slavica Robić, presented our
experiences and best practices.
• At the convention “Good Energy”
on the island of Vis, organised by the
Green Energy Cooperative (ZEZ), our
Executive Director Slavica Robić held
a lecture titled “Models of alleviating
energy poverty”, and she spoke on the
same subject at three local events, also
organised by ZEZ, in Karlovac, Sisak,
and Velika Gorica.
• Within the framework of the initiative
“Public Dialogue on Sustainable Energy
Usage in South-East Europe”, we have
participated in the training for urban
mobility organised by GIZ and held
in Tirana.
• Invited by the Ministry of Construction
and Physical Planning, we have
participated in the CA EPBD meeting in
Frankfurt, when our Executive Director
Slavica Robić presented our work in
the field of energy poverty and the
situation in Croatia.
• During the European Sustainable
Energy Week (EUSEW 2018), we have
participated in the panel discussion “Active
consumers – endangered consumers”,
where we presented our experiences
gained during the REACH project.

• At the regional conference “Funding
energy efficiency in Central and SouthEast Europe” in Sofia, organised by the
European Commission partnered with
the Ministry of Energy Development
of Bulgaria and UNEP, during the 3C
session: Safe and available energy
services for Central and South-East
Europe, our Executive Director Slavica
Robić presented experiences from the
field gained during visits to households
afflicted by energy poverty.
• Organised by the Civic School for
Sound EU Practice in Lviv in Ukraine,
our Executive Director Slavica Robić held
a workshop on advocating sustainable
development, with special reference
to energy efficiency, environmental
protection, and waste management.
• On the first conference day of the
iDEAL project, implemented by DURA,
the Development Agency of the City of
Dubrovnik, and IRENA – Istrian Regional
Energy Agency, our Executive Director
Slavica Robić held a presentation titled
“Climate change and energy poverty how does adaptation help?“.
• At the “2nd Catalonian Energy Poverty
Congress” in Barcelona, our Executive
Director Slavica Robić, acting as the Vice
Chair, presented the Engager - Energy
Poverty Research and Action Network.
• At the “2nd Parliamentary Forum of
South-East Europe on energy efficiency
and climate”, our Executive Director
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Slavica Robić spoke about energy poverty,
situation in the region, and possible
solutions. The Forum, held in Skopje, was
attended by the Members of Parliament
from South-East European countries,
and it was organised in the framework
of the initiative “Public Dialogue on
Sustainable Energy Usage”, implemented
by the Network of political schools
supported by the German society for
international cooperation (GIZ).
• At the European Ideas Lab in 2018
in Brussels, the following subjects
were discussed: democracy, inclusive
society, life environment, digital society,
economy, and globalisation. One of the
participants in the event was DOOR’s
employee Ivana Rogulj.
• In Ljubljana, we presented the draft
of the “Action plan for alleviating poverty
in Croatia”, which will be implemented
within the BUILD2LC project led by the
North-West Croatia Regional Energy
Agency.
• We have also participated in three
events in the framework of Zagreb
energy week: The Open Door day –
Energy Development at FER, TOGETHER
project – Energy saving as the right
choice and Expert convention of the
Chamber of Trades and Crafts Zagreb.
• During the workshop of the CARISMA
project “Long-term energy and climate
planning in Southeast Europe“, held on
18th June 2018 in Zagreb, Ivana Rogulj
discussed energy poverty and its effect
on decarbonisation in the region, our
findings, and its effects on energy and
climate planning.
• We have participated in the roundtable
discussion “Energy in a bowl” aimed at

the exchange of experience between
the representatives of civil society
organisations and media from Croatia
and Serbia in the field of energy sector
decentralization, citizens’ participation
in making energy policies and innovative
models of cooperative organisation and
funding of local energy communities.
The event was organised by the Friedrich
Ebert Foundation in cooperation with
the Belgrade Open School from 7th to
9th November 2018 in Sremski Karlovci.
• At the public discussion on renewable
energy sources, the “Analysis of incentive
system for the use of renewable energy
sources for electrical energy production”
was presented, whose authors are Maja
Božičević Vrhovčak and Ivana Rogulj.
• At the trainer event within the
framework of the “Networking and
advocating the green economy”
project, held in Skopje, Jelena Lukić
has been trained to lead workshops
for civil society organisations at the
national level. The aim is to support
and improve influencing policies and
decision-making process of the Balkan
Rural Development Network (BRDN) and
its members through getting involved
in reform processes of agricultural and
rural programmes and policies aimed
at the inclusion of the green economy
concept.
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IV.

VOLUNTEERING
In 2018, the volunteers have been especially involved through the project “My
Environment, My Future!“, dedicated by and large to the development of youth
volunteering.
Each year, including 2018, the members of the Management Board volunteer on
their duty, and actively contribute to the accomplishment of the achievements and
implementation of the set goals.

Informing the citizens
We have continued to inform the citizens publishing content at DOOR’s website
and on social media networks (you can find the links to the said media on the last
page of this report), in publications, reports, and analyses available in the DOOR’s
library, in lectures and trainings, as well as in press releases.
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V. ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The year 2018 has brought about significant organisational changes, and our new
Executive Director, Slavica Robić, has been elected. The year 2018 was also the
election year, the Steering Committee was elected comprising the same members
as before, and as the new President of the Steering Committee dr. Maja Božičević
Vrhovčak has been elected.
During 2018, the Steering Committee assembled 9 times, and the Assembly twice. A
new senior associate has been employed, and another person joined our team on
the basis of the contract for vocational training, and our volunteers have invested
133 work hours, for which we are immensely and most sincerely thankful. At the
end of 2018, we had seven employees and one intern.
An important contribution towards our organisational development was made
possible by the institutional support of the National Foundation for Civil Society
Development, which we value not only as the funding source for organisational
needs, but also as a recognition that through our work we contribute to the
democratization of the society and social development in the Republic of Croatia.
In 2018, like all the previous years, we have continued to expand the circle of
organisations with which we cooperate and to strengthen the existing cooperation.
All important information on our work we publish at the DOOR’s website at www.
door.hr, once every two months we publish our newsletter with the outline of the
most important information, delivered to over 220 addresses. You can subscribe
to our newsletter here.

We are exceptionally proud to have celebrated 15 years of successful operation
in the year 2018.
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Gallery
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FINANCIAL REPORT
1. Income and expenses report
INCOME
Income description for the current year

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

2017

2018

Income from product sales and service delivery

244,799

227,875

93.09 %

Income from membership fees and contributions

2,925

3,750

128.21 %

0

0

4,921

78

1.59 %

1,777,100

2,835,516

159.56 %

44,710

38,129

85.28 %

0

0

2,074,455

3,105,348

Income according to special regulations
Income from assets
Income from donations
Other income
Income from affiliated NGOs
TOTAL:

-

149.69 %

EXPENSES
Expenses description for the current year
Expenses for employees
Material expenses
Depreciation expenses
Financial expenses
Donations
Other expenses
Expenses from funding affiliated NGOs
TOTAL:

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

2017

2018

1,003,467

1,085,888

108.21 %

513,334

835,651

162.79 %

22,916

24,100

105.17 %

12,083

9,216

76.27 %

470,210

1,038,597

220.88 %

1,102

3,044

276.23 %

0

0

-

2,023,112

2,996,496

148.11 %
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2. Justification
2.1. Balance on 31.12.2018
Total assets on 31st December 2018 amounted to 1,154,460 Kn. The value of
assets has been decreased in comparison with 2017 due to the balance of business
accounts depending on the payments dynamics for projects implementation.
Non-financial assets increased in value in 2018 due to the purchase of new equipment
– new computers and partition walls for the office we moved into in 2018.
Financial assets amounted on 31st December 2018 to 1,075,543 Kn. On the said
date, financial assets value is smaller in comparison with the beginning of the
business year due to the payments dynamics of donors and customers.Total
liabilities and own resources on 31st December 2018 amounted to 1,154,460 Kn.
91,472 Kn thereof relates to the liabilities towards employees, including their
salaries for December, whereas the liabilities for material expenses amount to
38,846 Kn, including not yet settled due liabilities paid in full in January 2019 and
income for the coming period of 828,687 Kn, funds on the account reserved for
the implementation of project activities.
DOOR’s financial operation in 2018 was stable. During the year, we have had
changes in the number of employees, but all assumed liabilities have been paid
within the set timeframe, thus continuing the income increase tendency (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: INCOME AND EXPENSES THROUGH YEARS
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2.2. Income justification
Total income in 2018 amounted to 3,105,348 Kn and is significantly higher when
compared to income in 2017 (index 148).
The largest share of the income (76.47 %) relates to income from donations for EU
projects, a part of which comes from the national budget (Government Office for
Cooperation with NGOs of the Republic of Croatia) as co-funding of EU projects, a
part thereof comes from the national budget and EU funds (European Structural
Funds - ESF and the Cross-border Cooperation Programme – Croatia – Bosnia and
Herzegovina – Montenegro 2014-2020), and a part thereof comes directly from the
EU institutions and bodies (Horizon programme - H2020, ERASMUS+ programme
and Sustainable growth EU2020 programme). 3.86 % of income relates to donations
for projects funded by international organisations (The European Climate Initiative
– EUKI and Danube Strategic Project Fund – DSPF). 9.85 % of income relates to the
funds of the National Foundation for Civil Society Development (the greatest part
thereof came from the institutional support while a lesser part came through the
project “School for Climate”). 1.13 % of income relates to income from donations
from the budget of the City of Zagreb. Besides income from donations, the largest
income source (7.34 %) relates to income from service sales.
The income structure in 2018 (Fig. 2) shows that income has been earned based on
DOOR’s services delivery, financial assets and interests, and donations for projects.
Figure 2: INCOME STRUCTURE
Projects financed by the European Structural
Funds - ESF and the Cross-border Cooperation
Programme 56.35 %
Projects financed by H2020, ERASMUS+ and
Sustainable growth EU2020 programme 13.99 %
Projects financed by the National Foundation for
Civil Society Development 9.85 %
Income from service sales 7.34 %
Co-financing of EU projects by the Government
Office for Cooperation with NGOs 6.13 %
Projects financed by the European Climate
Initiative – EUKI and Danube Strategic Project
Fund – DSPF 3.86%
Other income 1.23 %
Projects financed from the budget of the City
of Zagreb. 1.13 %
Membership fees 0.12 %
Assets 0.00 %
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2.3. Expenses justification
Total expenses in 2018 amounted to 2,996,496 Kn and are significantly higher when
compared to expenses in 2017. Material expenses were higher in comparison with
2017 due to higher cost of the projects, especially costs of organizing two study
tours. Likewise, there is a significant increase of expenses from donations due to
the higher number of projects, of which DOOR is the beneficiary and transfers the
funds to the partners.
The expenses structure in 2018 (Fig. 3) shows that 34.66 % of total expenses relates
to donations transferred to partners, 36.24 % to expenses towards employees,
and 27 % relates to material expenses (structure shown in Fig. 4). Other expenses
(0.10 %) relate to the refund of unused funds for projects and vocational training.
Figure 3: EXPENSES STRUCTURE

Expenses for employees 36.24 %
Donations 24.66 %
Material expenses 27.89 %
Depreciation expenses 0.80 %
Financial expenses 0.31 %
Other expenses 0.10 %
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The largest share of material expenses (47.47 %) relates to expenses for services
– the greatest part thereof goes to intellectual services and personal services
(mostly services of graphic design and translation). 23.83 % of material expenses
relates to covering business travel expenses of employees while 18.44 % relates
to covering costs of other persons who are not employed (mostly covering travel
costs of participants in study tours).
Figure 4: MATERIAL EXPENSES STRUCTURE

Expenses for services 47.47 %
Business travel expenses of employees
23.83 %
Fees to external experts 18.44 %
Other expenses 6.27 %
Expenses for material and utility 4 %

3. Note
DOOR has submitted to the Croatian Financial Agency the financial report for the
year 2018 with an error in book-entry of income and expenses on the account No.
191 – Expenses for the coming period and 292 – Received income for the coming
period.
After the mistake had been observed, the Ministry of Finance was notified, and
based on its instructions, the financial reports for the year 2018 have been corrected.
The corrected financial reports were subject of auditing review, their report is
orderly and has been published on our website.
4. Conclusion
The year 2018 was financially stable and successful. During the first half of the
year, we experienced great changes in the number of employees, but after their
redistribution and with good planning and hiring a new employee and accepting
an intern, all assumed and new tasks have been paid in time. It turns out that the
year 2018 has been financially the most successful year since our foundation.
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BECOMING A MEMBER
DOOR’s members are people dedicated to energy development, environment, and
sustainable development, as well as leveraging energy for social development. At
the end of 2018, we had 60 members.
The membership in DOOR enables the members to connect with like-minded,
to propose project ideas and discussion matters, and to participate in DOOR’s
activities, as well as to use DOOR as a platform, within which they can make their
own opinion heard, and DOOR will, if the opinion is accepted by the majority of
members, serve as a medium for it and publicly advocate it.
If you wish to become a member, fill in the application form available at our
website and submit it to the Steering Committee, which will consider it at their
next meeting. For more information, visit DOOR’s website or contact us by e-mail,
phone, or in person.

Society for Sustainable Development Design
Office and seat: Lička 33, HR - 10 000 Zagreb
tel: +385 (0) 1 4655 441
fax: +385 (0) 1 4655 443
e-mail: info[at]door.hr
www.door.hr
www.facebook.com/DOOR.hr
www.linkedin.com/company/door.hr
www.twitter.com/door_hr
www.instagram.com/door.hr
www.youtube.com/channel/UC3c1huJHh9iGXzSKc-Qa-LA
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